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Phase II detector fabricationfor the InternationalGermanium
Experimentis awaiting resolutionof technicaldetails observed
during Phase I. Measurementsof fiducial volume, configurationof
the transistor-resetpreamplifierstage, and sources of background
are discussed. Cosmogenic7Be is measured in germanium. Radium
contaminationin electroformedcopper is reported• The 2v doublebeta decay half.-lifeof 76Gemeasured with a Phase I detector is
in reasonableagreementwith previouslyreported values. No
events are observed in the vicinityof the Oy double-betadecay
energy•

._

I.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of the InternationalGermanium Experiment(IGEX) consortiu_is
to provide the most sensitiveexperimentpossible for the measurementof
neutrinolessdouble-betadecay of 'r6Ge.This communicationdescribes recent
developmentsand the current status of efforts by this consortium.
II.

STATUS

Phase I of the IGEX experimentresulted in fabricationof three
detectors,each composed of approximatelyone kilogram of germaniumenriched
to 87.44-± 0.06% 76Ge. One of these detectors is currentlyoperating in the
Homestake gold mine, one is in the Baksan Neutrino Laborate_y,and one is en
route to the Canfranc Laboratory• An additionalII kilogramsof enriched 76Ge
has been purified,reduced to the metal, and is currently awaiting fabrication
into large volume detectors under Phase II of the program.
Several technicaldetails discoveredduring the operation and testing of
the Phase I detectors are currently being resolved before fabricationof the
"Operatedfor the U.S. Departmentof Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute
under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.

Phase II detectors. One of these details concerns an accurate determination
of the fiducial volume of the detectors. Early experimentalevidence suggests
that the dead layer on the p-type crystals is thicker than expected. In order
to accuratelydetermine this effectivedead layer, and hence determinethe
active volume, a collimated15SEusource has been prepared for measuring
gamma-ray attenuationas a functionof energy, and relating this to thickness
of the de_ layer. Preliminaryexperimentsindicate this techniquewill allow
a measurementof crystal dead layer thicknesseswith an accuracy better than
+0.I
mm.
Another considerationis changingthe configurationof the transistorreset preamplifierstage. This design was chosen for Phase I detectorsto
eliminate the resistor normally used for bleeding off charge bui3dup since
this resistor was presumed to be a source of 4°K in the background. For
operational stabilityconsiderations,return to the resistor design is
preferred for Phase II detectors, and fabricationof special resistorsfrom
low-backgroundmaterials is being investigated. Other details relative to
intrinsic backgroundare discussed below.
After appropriatetesting of Phase II detectors, it is planned that they
all be installedand operated in the Canfranc Laboratory. lt is a3so planned
to consolidate Phase I detectors in Canfranc.
III. BACKGROUNDREDUCTION
Following installationof the Phase I detector in Homestake,photopeaks
from 7Be, 58Co,and 214Biwere observed in the backgroundspectrum shown 'in
Figure I. The presenceof these radioisotopeswas not totally unexpected.
The 7Be is a cosmogenicfragmentationproduct produced primarily in the
germanium crystal and was present at an equilibriumce..zentration
of 1.6
c/d/kg (0.18 mBq/kg). Fortunately,this 53-day half-life isotopewill decay
to negligiblelevels within the course of the experiment. For an interesting
comparison, the expected equilibriumconcentrationbased on spallationcode
calculationsI would predict a value of <0.03 c/d/kg for this detector which is
significantlylower than actually observed. The explanation is that the code
requires the target nucleus to be spalleddown to the residual 7Be by emission
of individualnucleons,while in reality,many more 7Be atoms are produced
directly as fragmentationproducts.
The 5BCo is also a cosmogenicproduct, both in the copper cryostat parts
and in the germaniumcrystal, and evo.nthough the exposure time to cosmic
radiationwas minimized as much as possible,there were sufficientreactions
to produce a measurablequantity of this 7]-day half...life
isotope. Again,
relatively short half-livesthat allow measurablequantitiesto be produced in
brief periods of t_tnealso a_low the interferenceto decay away within
reasonabletime frames.
Normally, the presence of 21t°Bi
9aroma-ray
peaks in the spectrum from the
IGEX detector would have been _ssumed to come from radon gas introducedinto
the lead castle during detector installatib,l
or during a known subsequentloss
of.nitrogen gas pressure. However, correspondingpeaks were n_t observed in
the "twin" detector also present in the castle from the previous generation
experiment. This implies a z_-6Ra
coIltamZnation
in some component(s)of the
IGEX detector that is of differentr,;a%erial
than in the "twin" detector.
Finally, a "peak" consistingof four counts above 5 MeV imply the
presence of alpha particle activity incidenton the active volume of the
2
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detector, Since this is a p-type detector, the only active volume accessible
by e)_ternalalpha particlesis via the inner coaxial hole. Althouqh this
phenomenonwas clearly identifiedin early work2, those alpha particlescame
from a solder electricalconnection. This phase I IGEX detector has no such
connection,and the source of the alpha particleshas not yet been identified.
In a previous paper3 it was assumed that the ancient "Spanish"lead
inner liner contained a small albeit measurableconcentrationof 21°Pb
ostensiblysustainedby an original radium or uranium contaminationin the
450-year-oldlead. In order to verify this assumption,and to test a
mechanism for eliminatingit, a 2.5-cm thick Marinelli shaped shield was
electroformedfrom copper in the Homestakemine. This process should have
eliminatedall radioimpurities,includingcosmogonicisotopesproduced in the
copper. This copper "cup"was placed around the "twin'_detector because the
backgroundspectrum was well known, and since any shieldingof 21°Bi
bremsstrahlungradiation by the copper would be obviouslymanifestedin the
low-energyportion of the spectrum. Unfortunately,rather than decrease,the
backgroundrate increasedsignificantly,and gamma-ray lines from 214Biand
22BAcwere abundant in the spectrum. These gamma rays indicate that the
electroformedcopper'cup is contaminatedwith both 226Raand 22BRa.
Apparently,radium present in the elcctroformingbath plates-outalong with
the copper. The concentrationsof 226Raand 22BRapresent in the copper cup
are 3.5 and 1.3 mBq/kg Cu, respectively,and the source of their presence in
the electroplatingbath has not been identifiedat this time.
The above radium contaminationnot only complicatesthe use of copper as
a construction/shieldingmaterial, it leaves the question of 21°Pb
contaminatiohin the Spanish lead unanswered. To verify the presence and
concentrationof 21°Pbin the Spanish lead, anotherMarinelli cup has been
fabricatedfrom ancient Roman lead used as shieldingin the Canfranc
Laboratory. Unless the Roman lead has the same concentrationof 21°phas the
Spanish lead, changes in the low-energyregion of the spectrum should
elucidatethe question of 21°pbcontaminationin lead samples that are too old
to have any remnant primordial_1°Pbpresent.
Because the copper cup was clearly contaminatedwith radium, the
hypothesiswas tested that the observed 226Rain the IGEX detector was in the
copper cryostat parts, particularlysince the IGEX detector endcap was
electroformedfrom a differentsource of copper than used for the neighboring
"twin" detector. If the 226Rais present in the electroformedcopper
componentsof the IGEX detector, the concentrationis 3.3 mBq/kg Cu. Although
this is the same value as in the copper cup, it is not conclusiveproof that
the copper is the source of the 226Ra. Finally, the concentrationsof _26Ra
and 22BRareported in 1.92 kg,yr of data obtainedwith the "twin" detectors4
were calculatedas if they were also present in the copper parts and found to
be 0.35 and 0.25 mBq/kg Cu, respectively. Obviously,if the radium isotopes
are present in the electroformedcopper, the source of introductionis
different for the twin detectors and the IGEX detector.
Another annoying featureof the data acquiredwith the IGEX detector is
the presence of "packets"of pulses. A packet consists of two or more pulses
arriving within a fractionof a second. Since the overall count rate of the
detector is less than one per hour, the probabilitythat several should arrive
within one second is infinitesimal. In fact, "packets"are observed
containingten or more pulses, and these packets can occur several times a
day. Although it is easy to identify packets and justifiableto eliminate
3

those pulses from the data set, their presence is technicallybothersome. The
energies of the individualpu'Isesin a packet are typicallyFairly low, but
some have been observed out to severalMeV. Of particularconcern is the
potential for "packets"consistingof only a single pulse to exist, and that
pulse to be several MeV. In other words, whatever is causing the false pulses
that appear in bunches could be causing single pulses just as easily, and
these pulses would otherwisebe indistinguishablefrom "real" background
pulses.
Efforts are currentlyunderway to identify and eliminate tllesource of
these packets. Since multIple-pulsepackets observed in the "twin" detector
data are typically of lower energy and much less frequent,suspicion is cast
on the method of mounting the IGEX detector or perhapsthe transistor-reset
preamplifier,both of which are different than in the "twin" detector. A
seismic/acousticlaser interferometerhas been assembledand will be installed
in the Homestakemine to see if the "packets"can be tagged, and if they can,
to see if there are any single-pulsepackets being stored.
One final data conundrum involveddifferences in low-energypulses (<150
keV) stored by a hardwiredMCA and the same data stored by a CAMAC based
acquisitionsystem. Incoming pulses routed through differentamplifiersdid
not store equivalently in the two systems. The disparitybetween the spectra
increasedat lower energies up to as much as a factor of two. Amplifier
characteristicsand pulse shapes were investigatedas sources of these data
handling differences,but were not found to create significantdifferences
under normal circumstances. A logic error in the storing of "invalid"pulses
was finally determinedto be the source of disparity. This problem has now
been corrected.
IV.

HALF-LIFE MEASUREMENTS

In order to make room for the IGEX detector in the Homestake
configuration,it was necessaryto remove the O.25-kg enriched Z6Gedetector,
which was used to make the confirmatory2v double-betadecay measurements
reported previously,
s At the time of that publication,the best half-lifefor
the 2v mode was 9.2 • 102oyr based on 86.7 days of data accumulation. At the
time of retirement,a total of 168 days of data had been acquiredwith this
small enriched detector. This final 76Ge2v double-betadecay spectrum,
corrected only for the 21°Bibremsstrahlung,a correctionamountingto only
40% of the total data and most of that below 850 keV, is shown in Figure 2.
Undoubtedly some of the events included in this double-betadecay spectrum are
attributableto backgroundgamma radiation. However, since no gamma rays were
observed in the spectrum, it is difficu]t to assess their magnitude. Based on
the intensityof gamma-ray peaks observed in the "twin" detectorswhich
operated in the same environmentfor ].92 kg,yr, the best estimate of the
contributionto this double-betadecay spectrum from gamma-rayevents is 7 + 7
percent. The half-life based on these data with no correctionfor possible
gamma-ray engenderedevents is
T_2(76Ge)= (8.4+Io_)
• I02°yr (95% CL).
Removing the "packets"of pulses from the IGEX spectrum, subtracting
only the photopeak areas From the identifiablegamma rays of 7Be, SBCo,and
21413i,
and subtracting_ straight llne continuum fit to the data between 2150
4
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and 3050 keV results "incorrectionsamountingto only 18.6% of the total data.
Using the same approach of fitting 'theresidualto the shape of the 21°Bi
bremsstrahlungspectrum and the 76Ge2v double-betadecay spectrum results in
a half--lifefor the 2v _)-decay of (5.66;°_) • 1020yr (95% CL). This value
will increase some small amount after appropriatecorrectionsare made for
Compton continua present in the data and may change significantlyafter an
accurate measurementof the dead layer, and hence fiducial volume, is
completed,however the shape of the 2v _O-decaycomponent, shown in Figure 3,
is clearly the same as previous measurements. There are no counts in the 30keV interval centered on 2038.56 keV, the Oy [3_-decayenergy, as seen in
Figure I, but the elapsed time of data accumulationis too short to draw
significantconclusionsregarding the neutrinolessdouble-betadecay mode
ha]f-lile.
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Figure Captions
I)

Background spectrum acquired in 57 days of countingwith the phase I
IGEX detector located inthe Homestakemine.

2)

Two-neutrinodouble-betadecay spectrum of 76Geacquired in 168 days of
counting with a O.25-kg enriched detector in the Homestakemine. The
only correctionmade to this data is for the 21°Bibremsstrahlung
originating in the lead shield. The dots representthe actual data, and
the smooth curve is the best fit of the anticipatedspectral shape.

3)

Two-neutrinocomponentof the spectrum shown in Figure I.
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